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Pedro Salinas Will Read Selections
And Translations Of His Poems Here
PEDRO SALINAS
Pedro Salinas, Visit-
ing Professor of Span-
ish, will read selec-
tions from his poems,
March 6, at 4:45 p.m.,
in Pendleton Hall. The
readings will include
both the original Span-
ish and translations,
and it is hoped that
some of the poems and
translations will be
available in mimeo-
graph for the use of
the audience.
Mr. Salinas is well
known not only in
Spain, but on this con-
tinent also as one of
the leading modern
Spanish poets. Some of
his poems have been
published or are to be
put out shortly in Mex-
ico and Buenos Aires;
and one volume, Lost
Angel and Other
Poems, including translations by Eleanor Trumbull, was published by
the Johns Hopkins Press last year. He is termed "one of the most
outstanding of the contemporary poets" by Professor Federico de Onis
of Columbia University. Christopher Morley has written of his "acute
and minute integrity of feeling," and Robert P. Tristram Coffin says
that he considers Pedro Salinas to be "one of the most original and
powerful poets of our day," revealing "a fresh kind of mysticism, one
growing out of an exact imagination."
Before coming to Wellesley,
Professor Salinas held the title of
"catedratico" of modern literature
at the University of Madrid, and
had taught at Cambridge Univer-
sity, at the Sorbonne, and at
Hamburg, Berlin, and Bonn uni-
versities. From 1932 to 1936, Mr.
Salinas was head of the Univer-
sidad de Verano, in Santander,
created while Don Fernando de
los Rios was Minister of Education.
Representative Poems
The reading March 6, which is
the first that Mr. Salinas has con-
sented to give here, will include
representative poems from several
of his volumes of verse, which
include Vispera del Gozo, Segaro
Azar, Fabula y Signo Presagios,
Amor en Vilo, Razon de Amor,
and Lost Angel. He will deliver
a few of his poems in Spanish
with comments in English. The
rest will be given from English
translations prepared by Mrs.
Helen P. Houck of the Spanish




Looking into future interna-
tional events, Foreign Policy As-
sociation will consider "The After-
math in Spain — Advance or Re-
treat of the Fascist Front?" at the
ninth luncheon discussion, Satur-
day March 4, at 12:45 p. m.
Francis X. Connolly, Ph. D.,
George S. Petree and Frank E.
Manuel will lead the discussion.
Mr. Connolly is Editor-in-Chief of
Spain, a semi-monthly publication





Wellesley will send six dele-
gates to a parley on "American
Foreign Policy" to be held at Wes-
leyan University, Middletown,
Connecticut, March 8, 9 and 10.
At lectures and round table
discussions, representatives from
eastern colleges will hear such ex-
perts in foreign affairs as Hamil-
ton Fish Armstrong, Editor of
Foreign Affairs Review; Carleton
Beals, author of The Coming
Struggle for Latin America; Fred-
erick L. Schuman, professor of Po-
litical Science at Williams Col-
lege, and A. A. Berle, Jr., who has
recently retired from the position
of Assistant Secretary of State.
Students who intend to go to the
parley are Jean Hussey '39, Rose
Sarhanis '39, Ethel Baron '39, El-
eanor Finger '40, Anne Lineberger
'41, and Inga von Vegesack, gradu-
ate student.
Theatre Workshop announces the
following heads of production for
the Dedication program to be held
in Alumnae Hall, Saturday even-
ing, March 18: Stage manager,
Dorothy Hastings '40; Head of
Building Crew, Cameron Jelliffe
'40; Painting, Nancy Chapin '40;
Properties, Jean Simson '40; Cos-
tumes, Elizabeth Hartz '41 and
Mary Worthen '40; Make-Up, Har-
riet Whitten '40; Business Mana-
ger, Rhea Ornstein '40; Stage Car-
penter in charge of shifting, Ver-
na Rudnick '41; Lighting, Eliza-
beth Van Wie '40.
'39 ELECTS TREE DAY
MISTRESS AND AIDES





The class of '39 chose Virginia
Tuttle Tree Day Mistress and
Margaret Cahill, Mary Elizabeth
Glines, Nancy Reynolds and Dor-
othy T. Stout as her four aides at
a meeting Thursday afternoon,
February 23, in Billings Hall. At
the same time the class elected
Anna Tiebout as Alumnae Repre-
sentative, and Mary Dougherty as
Toastmi stress of the Senior Class
Supper. f
Adrienne Thorn was announced
as Chairman of the Class supper
and Cynthia Kilburn and Leor,a
Aullman as co-representatives for
mock Academic Council. Mary




Misses Sheppard and Kyger
To Treat Causes and Cures
Of Corporate Evils
A chronic national problem,
"What shall we do with our rail-
roads?", will occupy Lucile Shep-
pard '40 and Virginia Kyger '39
when they lead the Forum dinner-
discussion, Monday, March 6, in
Claflin Hall at 6:15 p.m.
Miss Sheppard will explain the
main difficulties of the railroad
corporations and the causes. Miss
Kyger will consider the proposed
remedies for the ruinous conditions,
caused by high fixed costs and low
revenues, now prevailing in the
railroad industry. Consolidation,
financial revision, national trans-
port policy, and public ownership
are the most favored solutions.
Miss Elizabeth Donnan, profes-
sor of Economics and Sociology,
will give the historical background
of the nation's present railroad
problems and will preside over
discussion.
Distribution of tickets begins
this morning, March 2, at the tic-




Students To See Transformer,
Cathodes, Oscillograph,
And New Photography
Members of the Department of
Physics and majors will play
hostess to Physics students and
other members of the College at an
open house in Pendleton Hall Fri-
day. March 3 from 7:30 to 9:30
p. m., when many experiments un-
available to less advanced students
will be shown.
Included among the many out-
standing objects on exhibition will
be the high frequency electrical
transformer, which shoots off
sparks about one foot long. Those
attending will be able to see. them-
selves talk by means of the os-
cillograph, an instrument which
shows the path of the sound waves
as you speak into it. To anyone
who may be dubious, a chance to
test the genuineness of her jewels
by means of cathode rays will be
given.
Transmitter On Display
Helen Park '39 will be present
with her transmitter, and the cloud
tracks to which Professor Fermi
referred in his recent lecture may
be seen in the Wilson cloud cham-
ber.
An appeal to the aesthetically
minded will be made through the
work of the students enrolled in
the Photography course, a 1938-
39 addition to our curriculum.
Pretty and amusing effects will
also be achieved with ultra violet
rays producing fluorescence.
The pair of new polaroids will
be on display, as well as a mirage.
X-rays and the stroboscope will
furnish further incentive to take
advantage of an unusual oppor-




In preparation for a swimming
demonstration to be given Satur-
day afternoon, March 18, tryouts
will be held Thursday night, March
2 by the Department of Hygiene
and Physical Education. Informa-
tion blanks on swimming ability
which were filled out in the Fall,
were used as a basis for selecting




Jean Francais To Make
Debut with Members of
Symphony Orchestra
Courtesy of the John G. Johnson Art
Collection, Philadelphia
"St. Francis Receiving the Stig-
mata," by Jan Van Eyck, which
Appears in the exhibit at Wor-
cester. See Campus Critic, page 5.
Barn Will Present
Masefield's Drama
The story of Barn's Spring
event to be given March 10 and 11
shows a trend of action seen in
many recent Broadway successes,
such as High Tor, Our Town, The
Fabulous Invalid, and others. A
tale of the present is told partly
through the re-creating of lives in
the past. Thus in Melloney Hot-
spur the romance of Bunny Mento
and Lendo Copshrews is dominat-
ed and directed by the ill-fated
love of Melloney and Lonny, their
ancestors. A mysterious man in
armor, spirit of the Hotspurs of
many generations past, presides
over these stormy affairs.
Since there is no all-college
dance after the play, the usual
formal dress is not requested.
Male members of the cast, from
the Wellesley Players' Club, in-
clude Allan Stevenson as Lonny
Copshrews and Richard Robbins
as Bunny Mento. Both of them
appeared in Fall Formals. Others
are Harold Trefethan as Sir Jake
Hotspurs and Quentin Gulliver as
the Man in Armor.
AMHERST TO DEBATE
WELLESLEY AT FORUM
Two members of the Amherst
debating team will compete with
Jane Schanfarter '39 and Dorothy
Keyser '41 at a Forum debate and
tea, this afternoon, March 2, in
Shakespeare House at 4:00 p.m.
The debate will start at 4:30 p.m.
Wellesley representatives will
take the affirmative side of the
question, "Resolved: That Congress
should place all employees of the
Federal emergency administrative
agencies under the Classified Civil
Service."
The first woman to conduct
many of our major symphony
orchestras, Mademoiselle Nadia
Boulanger will lead 42 members of
the Boston Symphony Orchestra
with which she worked last year,
in the final performance of the
Wellesley Concert Fund series to-
night in Alumnae Hall at 8:30 p.
m. Mile. Boulanger conducted an
illustrated lecture last night,
Wednesday, March 1 in Alumnae
Hall, for the purpose of explain-
ing and going over the scores of
the works to be presented tonight,
and to make a concert consisting
of some unfamiliar works more en-
joyable.
The program opens with one of
Mozart's most famous Concertos,
E flat, of three parts, Allegro, An-
dante and Rondo. It is from Mo-
zart's middle period and shows the
influence of Clementi in the use of
certain intervals. This concerto
has a peculiarly advanced slow
movement and an interesting Ron-
do movement. Mile. Boulanger her-
self and Jean Francaix, her pupil,
will be at the piano.
Noemie Perugia, soprano, Na-
thalie Kedroff, contralto, Hughes
Cuenod, tenor, and Doda Conrad,
bass, will sing next the solo parts
of madrigals by Monteverdi. The
composer is noted as one of the
first operatic writers and is also
one of the first to reveal his per-
sonality in his writing. One of the
madrigals, Armor, is for the
soprano voice and has a figured
bass for piano, while the strings
play the actual bass. Lasciatemi,
another madrigal, was very popu-
lar in the sixteenth centuries and
is remarkable for its great degree
of expressiveness in so short a
composition.
The next piece, Le Diablc Boi-
teux, was composed by Jean Fran-
caix, one of Mile. Boulanger's
most accomplished pupils. The
composition is based upon an
imaginative poem which tells of a
dream of Madrid. Hughes Cuenod
and Doda Conrad will take the
solo parts in Le Diable Boiteux.
Following the intermission, the
audience will hear works of Bach,
(Continued on Page 8, Col. 3)
Reporter Finds Hathaway Part Of
The Growing Cooperative Movement
By Dorothy Blum
When accepting Hathaway
House's invitation "to come in and
browse," students seldom realize
that this enterprising book store
belongs to the growing cooperative
movement that has played so large
a part in the history of Sweden,
Norway, and England, and is at
last finding root in this country.
Hathaway owes its foundation to
the initiative of Miss Julia S. Or-
vis, professor of History, who be-
lieved that the town of Wellesley
needed a bookstore, and Mr. Phil-
lips Bradley, who was interested
primarily in the cooperative move-
ment. Mr. Bradley is now a pro-
fessor at Queens College, Long
Island, where he is engaged in
starting another cooperative book-
store.
Birth of Halhaicay
When old Mrs. Rebecca Morse
Hathaway died in 1924, and her
home was put up for sale, Mr.
Bradley and Miss Orvis bought up
the property. They organized a
group of townspeople and mem-
bers of the college to incorporate
a book store that was called the
"Welesley Community Cooperative
Book Store, Inc." This formidable
name was later changed to "Hath-
away House."
Since there already existed a
college book store, located on
campus, that sold new textbooks,
Hathaway House began by selling
used texts and books of general
interest. A year later Hathaway
accepted an offer of the College
and bought the campus book store.
Since then Hathaway has sold new
textbooks and general books, but
a few years ago it gave up the
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Our Sister Colleges
"Weekly wants reform," a recent edito-
rial in the Smith College Weekly, evokes con-
siderable cerebral agitation in these quar-
ters. Weekly's particular problem is the
Smith examination system versus comprehen-
sive examinations in major fields. The score
of "free presses" that ensued and a detailed
statement from Vassar have left us sur-
prised, shamefaced, and a little smug con-
cerning midyear exams, individual study, and
comprehensives.
Midyear exams in year courses have been
abandoned at Vassar with somewhat de-
batable results. Whatever its success, it is
interesting to consider this growing ten-
dency to abolish midyears in courses which
do not readily fall into two distinct divi-
sions. We are convinced that the innova-
tion would enrich such programs as that of
the year course in English Composition
where the substitution of a reading period
or unbroken class work would alleviate much
of the pressure preparatory to the General
Examination.
The problem of individual advanced study
deserves an editorial of its own. Every
Vassar Senior has a course of individual
study with a member of the faculty in her
major department. This widespread use of
so-called "honors" courses leaves us winded.
Such independent work impresses us as the
ummum bonum of undergraduate study, yet
only a small percentage of our students who
are invited to do honors work avail them-
selves of the privilege.
In the face of Vassar's mature attitude
and Smith's avowed enthusiasm towards
comprehensive examinations we are a little
shamefaced. Vassar's only complaint is that
the early examination date is unsatisfactory
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"because of the unavoidable tendency it has
of making seniors feel they're all through
on May 12." Local exponents of an earlier
date for the General Examination should
find their answer here.
While Wellesley's plan and time for com-
prehensive exams justifies our being a trifle
smug, the problems of midyears and indi-
vidual study demand attention. Though no
immediate changes are anticipated, as immi-
nent curriculum problems they deserve seri-
ous thought. Their active consideration by
the student body would suggest that Welles-
ley is eager to strip itself of elementary edu-
cational mechanics, an appropriate answer to
the charge that we are, that we want to be
"coddled."
In Our Midst
Today Nadia Boulanger is returning to
Wellesley. We pay tribute to her not only
as a distinct and charming personality, but
also as a great musician, leader, and teacher.
A whirlwind of energy, she amazes those
who are associated with her by her inces-
sant, untiring activity.
Mile. Boulanger's greatest contribution to
the world of modern music is perhaps two-
fold. Having discontinued her own career
as a composer as a humble tribute to her
talented sister, Lili, she turned her own
attention to teaching. If teaching can be
directly creative, she has made hers so.
Certainly she has made it inspired. Through
her penetrating understanding and sym-
pathy, she has managed to treat each of
her students, many of whom are among the
leading young composers of the day, in the
way best suited to his personality. The
criticism she gives them is both construc-
tive and inspiring.
Equally important is her resurrection of
old music, such as the Monteverdi number
which she is including in her program here.
She has revived an interest in, and an appre-
ciation of the old madrigals and has made
several records of them, besides playing
them in her concerts. The backing of such
a musician has given strong impetus and a
new standing to these worthy, although ne-
glected, works.
"The Middle Way"
Evidence that the cooperative movement
has interested observers even in conservative
New England, appears in the attractive and
excellently equipped bookshop known to
Wellesley as Hathaway House.
Payment of an initial membership fee
makes persons in that cooperative eligible
to receive a share of the profits realized in
the store. These profits take the form of
patronage dividends, granted according to
the amount of purchases made. Member-
ship in a cooperative really makes the mem-
ber a stockholder. In cooperatives where
members invest money by buying several
shares of stock, each stockholder controls
one vote.
Even if we assume that homogeneity of
population is a necessary factor and that
such wholesale production and distribution
as that undertaken by Sweden involves an
unpleasant limitation of the choice of goods,
it cannot be denied that there are homo-
geneous groups for whom such standardiza-
tion would be advantageous.
In 1936 Sherwood Eddy brought a group
of former sharecroppers to live and work
together on a 2,000 acre farm. One year's
effort on the part of the producers' coopera-
tive, whose members pool labor and share
income, was so successful that it proved in-
spiration for a similar protest in Missis-
sippi. Already western farmers, especially
in Swede-populated Minnesota, have banded
together in purchasing cooperatives, and ul-
timately receive rebates from large pur-
chases of gas and oil and electric power.
It will be interesting to note in the next
few years whether America will embrace
"the middle way" with increasing vigor in
order that her boast that "all men are free
and equal" will be a less conditioned fact.
Labor Chant
By E. C '40
Oh, the A. F. of L. and the
C. I. O.
Stand firm in all sorts of
weather,
And labor would be a won-
derful thing,
If they only could get to-
gether.
But one does its organizing
by firms,
And the other takes men by
trades,
Which caused a fight on
principles,
Instead of on minimum
wage.
But F. D. R. came along
making plans
For recovery, courts, and
world peace,
And eyeing the two warring
unions at length,
Asked if they please wouldn't
cease.
But the A. F. of L. and the
C. I. O.
Still stand firm in all sorts
of weather.
But think of the fate of in-
dustry when




All contributions for this
column must be signed with
the full name of the author.
I nitidis or numerals Will be
used if the writer so desires.
The Editors do not hold
themselves responsible for
opinions and statements in
this column.
Contributions should be in
the hands of the 'Editors by
II A. M. on Monday.
More of the Humanities
To the Wellesley College News:
In order to correct an apparent
misunderstanding of the points in
my recent free press, it seems de-
sirable to define them more clear-
ly. I should like to point out that
I do not refer to my own course,
but to the average premedical stu-
dents who wish to get the best ad-
vantages from their years at Wel-
lesley.
The plan of combined interde-
partmental majors was brought up
as a possible solution for the prob-
lem of overloading of pre-medical
programs with sciences. That
this is a ubiquitous fault finds evi-
dence in the recent derogatory re-
marks of Dr. Foster Kennedy of
Cornell Medical School on the
advisability of a college education
for doctors at all. Certainly the
elimination of a four-year liberal
education is undesirable, as the
New York Times editorial of the
following day pointed out. It is in
the interest of making the college
education truly liberal, instead of
a mere anticipation of professional
work, that the question was taken
up at all. The best medical schools
prefer a student well grounded in
the humanities to one limited to a
scientific preparation. In order
to maintain medicine as a "learned
profession
. . . instead of a union
of gadgeteers," as Dr. Kennedy
calls it, the student should spend
us much time as possible in un-
scientific courses. The average
beginning student labors under the
delusion that a double dose of pre-
medical courses is twice as good as
a single one, a misunderstanding
that the college authorities do not
always correct. While the require-
ments on page 10 of the Courses
of Instruction are carefully formu-
lated, they are equally carefully
left in cold storage as far as the
average student is concerned. A
major in chemistry, or zoology
does seem most economical, and
to make it even more economical.
IN THE SPIRIT OF FUN
A major disturbance was caused
at Harvard last week when prac-
tical jokers of the Lampoon got out
a fake issue of the Crimson so real-
istically that the trusting Boston
papers copied the fake news. The
Lampoon's issue announced that
Harvard has decided to build a
new three and a half mililon dol-
lar building and that Memorial
Hall was to be razed.
A SAD SIMILE
The Tulave Hullabaloo contri-
butes the following, "Akin to the
street car conductor who takes a
car ride on his holiday, and the
postman who takes a walk on his
vacation, is the college student who
spends his summer loafing."
THOUGHTS ON SPRING
Slush unci puddle, mud and mud-
dle,
Wellesley greets the spring;
Here it snows and there it blows.
As winter has its fling.
i
Slush rind muddle, mud and pud-
dle,
Winter has its fling,
But warm or cool, we've prom and
pool
So Wellesley greets the spring.
UNIVERSAL DISNEY
Robin Field '30, assistant pro-
fessor of Fine Arts at Harvard
University described Walt Disney's
work as "perhaps the only univer-
sal art form in history; it is what
I like to call twentieth century
folk art. Using science unselfcon-
sciously, it embodies the total
achievement of the human race to
date and puts true movement and
life into art."
a combined major of nine hours of
chemistry, three of physics, and
six or nine of zoology was pro-
posed by the writer, although in
general, grade III zoology courses
will have to be repeated in medical
schools. Thus the student could
do a major in Premedicine and
have more time to spread herself
broadly in other fields of inter-
est. To take 27-34% hours of
science as the statistics of the
College Recorder shows students to
have done, is an unwise amount of
concentration. Only one student
in recent years has majored in a
non-science, while the others ma-
jored in chemistry or zoology, a
rather regrettable fact. A general
in a combined course would not
consist of mere course questions,
as one objector pointed out, since
there is a close inter-relation be-
tween the premedical sciences. It
may be noted that the Depart-
ments of Chemistry and' Zoology
are not among the eleven allowing
related courses to count in then-
majors.
In reply to the statement that
"Wellesley has several times ac-
cepted the plans of premedical
students to allow the first year in
a good medical school to count f»i
the Senior year in college," the
writer should like to point out that
her personal experience has rather
qualified this remark. The Aca-
demic Council will allow the sub-
stitution but withholds the degree
until the student receives her M.
D., so that seven years instead of
four are necessary to get a B. A.
By the attachment of such strings
the student will have to think
twice before she decides to risk
several expensive years of hard
i' 'ontinued on Page ;, Col. S)
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"Truth Is Beauty"? Perennial Youth Smoothie "What Every Woman Wants"
938 9s Best Dancer Finds Ballroom
Trends Go from Waltz to Rhumba
Prom to Mark Peak
Of '39 Social Life
Senior Prom Settings Turn From
Decorated Gyms To Italian Garden
Editor's note: Charlotte Paul
'38 voted the best dancer of her
class, is now instructing at the
Harold M. Baptiste School of Ball-
room Dancing. We find her pecul-
iarly qualified to make observa-
tions on recerit trends in dance
modes.
The Department of Hygiene and
Physical Education is sponsoring
a series of lessons in ballroom
dancing to be given under the su-
pervision of members of the Har-
old Baptiste School starting Fri-
ddii, March 3.
In the typical dancing position,
the head and shoulders are en-
trusted to the dancing partner
while the rest of the figure follows
after. This -vogue has persisted
largely because girls do not often
see themselves from the back.
The history of ballroom dancing
shows alternating periods of diffi-
dence and enthusiasm. Before
1910, debutante parties were an
athletic round of the Boston, a
step characterized by energy
rather than grace; the climax of
the evening was the Blue Danube.
The ardently strenuous dances
continued because only the young
people danced; their elders con-
fined themselves to an occasional
cotillion. There had been "Rag-
time" since about 1890, but, since
dancing was held under suspicion,
it was slow to develop. Gradually
such steps as the Turkey Trot and
the Bunny Hug, based on a sort
of rocking walk, grew up, but out-
raged society did not find them ac-
ceptable until they had been
smoothed out into the One-Step.
Influence of the Castles
It was the Castles who brought
to ballroom dancing that quality
of graceful movement and easy
gaity which had been so conspic-
uously lacking before, and which
has of recent years given place to
the shag and its cohorts. By 1915
the fox trot had evolved, the grad-
ual outcome of all previous steps,
slower than the One-Step, and re-
strained and artistic in comparison
with its clumping, gamboling pre-
decessors. The influence of the
Castles on dancing, and subse-
quently even on such things as
women's clothes (the mode of the
hobble skirts suffered almost im-
mediately,) is a fact totally incon-
ceivable to the younger generation,
who have never seen a ballroom
floor except from an angle between
their partner's ear and right
cheek.
In the last ten years ballroom
dancing has again fallen into a
slump, with hopping and bobbing
steps rising to popularity, and
awkward postures contorting body
movement. With a sort of sublime
egotism, the young male feels him-
self capable on the dance floor as
long as he is not actually causing
serious injury, and the female,
overlooking the obvious flaws in
her own dancing, says, "The trou-
ble is that no matter how good a
dancer the girl is, she can never
dance better than the man who is
leading her!"; -and so both lay
their cheeks together, bend into an
S, and avoid dancing by mirrors.
Renascence of Dancing
A renascence of dancing is grad-
ually awakening, partly due to the
entrance of new dance steps into
ballroom routine. These are pri-
marily the rhumba and the ball-
room tango. People are becoming
self-conscious of their dancing, are
feeling the normal emotions either
of pride or shame about their own
appearance on the dance floor, and
are, at long last, making some ef-
fort to learn new steps, and put
them into graceful motion.
HARVARD SALUTES
PROM BAND
The gentlemen in Cam-
bridge devoted a recent
Crimson Swing column to
Woody Herman's band,
which will play at the Sen-
ior Prom. They still can't
figure out why it isn't at the
top, as "Woody has collected
a fine bunch of musicians,
many from the old Isham
Jones outfit, who play excel-
lent jazz. Outstanding thing
about the band is the blues
style in which it plays its
numbers. Their motto is
'The Band That Plays The
Blues.' and they certainly
stick to it."
Grand March to Begin at 9
O'clock ; Music by Woody
Herman's Orchestra
Here in the soft atmosphere of
an Italian cafe scene, members of
the Senior class will promenade
Saturday evening, in Alumnae
Hall. Woody Herman and his up-
and-coming band of swingsters
will play the role of troubadors
for the occasion. Forty-one mem-
bers of the Sophomore class, con-
spicuous for their pulchritude, will
be arrayed in the conventional
black and white of the prom maid
to assist their 'big sisters' in pre-
prom primping and to serve sup-
per at midnight.
About 150 prom-trotters will en-
joy a dinner at Tower Court at
6:15 p. m. As the men enter the
ballroom of Alumnae Hall, they
will be stamped. Couples will then
be received by President McAfee,
Dean Robathan, Miss Seal Thomp-
son. Dean Ewing, Nancy Reynolds,
Senior class President, and Jane
Harrison, Prom Chairman. At nine
o'clock the music-makers will
swing into the Grand March which
Miss Harrison will lead, after
which they will play a series of
twelve program dances in their fa-
mous blues style.
Patrons and patronesses for the
occasion include Mr. and Mrs.
Theodore L. Steiger, Mr. and Mrs.
Michael J. Zigler, Mrs. J. L. R.
de Morinni and Miss Agnes S.
Roche.
By Barbara Walling
It's 1939's turn on Saturday
night, but it was the class of 1914
that started it all, and they had
to do it in the gym like the college
girls in books. They pushed up
the basketball baskets and covered
ropes and bars with evergreens in
an effort to forget that this was
the scene of their weekly toils with
Indian clubs aand medicine balls.
Two years later the gym pro-
vided the Prom setting, but this
time pink roses as well as green-
ery decked the halls. Apparently
the jealous Juniors who gaped
through the windows were not con-
vinced that this was perfection,
however, for in 1917, 1920, 1921,
and in 1922 the prom left campus
for the halls of the Maugas Club,
the Somerset, and the Copley. The
Seniors added Sophomore Prom
maids to their scheme of decora-
tion for the first time at the Mau-
gus Club.
Smilnx in Alumnae
With the construction of Alum-
nae Hall in 1924 the promenaders
fell back upon smilax and palms
—
though what they were concealing
is still a mystery—until 1927 when
the festoons gave way to the little
tables and colored lights of a night
club.
To 1931, then, Prom meant a
marine scene, with silver figures
appliqueed on a blue-green back-
ground; to 1934, a glimpse of Ber-
muda. The next year silver bal-
loons and cobweb effects trans-
formed Alumnae into a fairyland
where, incongruously enough, the
Tiger Rag was popular. That was
the year, too, that the orchestra
leader decided he liked the Seniors
but found them much less sophisti-
cated than the debutantes for whom
he'd played.
1938 banked flowers at the far
end of Alumnae Hall to give the
effect of an old-fashioned garden,
and 1939 has taken a long hop
across the ocean to return with an
Italian cafe garden. They too, will
mass vari-colored plants at one
end of the room. Bunches of for-
sythia against evergreens in the
corners will bring the class color
into evidence, while one of the
prom maids will maintain the Ital-
ian flavor by guiding a pushcart
heaped with boutonnieres of white
carnations for the ideal prom men,
who will descend upon Wellesley
in droves next Saturday afternoon,








Don't forget to moke your
reservations for Freshman Prom!
Wear one, two,





A BOW in your hair to catch a beau!
College girls started it last Fall, Paris adopted the bow
idea and LIFE featured o bow on its cover February 6!
So you see. you should be seen with a bow this Spring,
at theatres, clubs, wherever smart people gather
In rayon crepe or velvet and only 10c each!
Choose your colors! from fuchsia and green to navy, black. Filene's.
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS, MARCH 2, 1939
TAKE YOUR PICK!
Books That You Have Long Wanted to Own-Now
in Fine New Editions- Originally Up to
$>S$
Yours Now tor only 89c to *I5?
?8t
108. ALL ALONGSHORE, Joseph I
Lincoln, eighteen of the best tales by
the masterful salty writer who for over
25 years has made Cape Cod and its
characters the subject of his stories.
Originally J2.60. Now only »8c.
83. AR-UI1AN NIGHTS, Burton's
translation. An unexpurgated selection
with new illustrations by Steele Sav-
age, originally $i.9S. Now only 88c.
4. ARE YOU A GENIUS I — Sireeter
and Hoehn. An omnibus of intelli-
gence tests for you ana your friends.
Barrels of constructive, revealing fun.
Originally $2.00. Now only 98c.
IS;. ABOUND THE WORLD IN
ELEVEN YEARS, Abbe children.
Their revelations of a gaily vagabond
family are wise, sharp, and mercilessly
funny. Originally $2.00. Now only 98c.
147. THE ART OF SOCIAL DANC-
ING. Lawrence A. Hostetler. Learn
grace, poise, all the latest steps with
a master teacher In your own home.
Illustrated. Originally J2.00. Now
only 98c.
18. THE BEST KNOWN WORKS OF
IUSKN. Eleven complete plays by
the man acknowledged to be the
world's greatest dramatist after
Shakespeare. Originally $4.00. Now
only 98c.
87. BEST KNOWN WORKS OF ED-
GAR ALLEN FOE. All the Tales of
Mvstery and Imagination, all the
poetry and criticism. Originally $6.00.
Now only 08c.
88. BEST KNOWN WORKS OF
OSCAR WILDE. An extraordinary
bargain including all the plays and
poems. Dorian Gray and the fairy-
tales ; the best works of the wittiest
English man of letters. Originally
$6.00. Now only 98c
65. BEST KNOWN WORKS OF VOL-
1 LIRE. The masterpieces of France's
most famous writer, including Candide.
Originally $6.00. Now only 88c.
•9. BONEKS OMNIBUS. Three vol-
umes in one. Hilarious mistakes ap-
propriately Illustrated in the ga-ga
manner. Originally $3.00. Nuw only
He.
I»n. (APE COD YESTERDAYS,
Joseph C. I. in'. .In. Recapturing the
pa i of this colorful region. Full of
quaint characters, amusing anecdotes,
bakes, '-.it boats and Sandwich
glass. With S full color paintings and
many drawings by Harold Brett.
Originally $4.00. Now only 98c
;.,. nit: t LRE LKD FEEDING OF
< \ 1 s, Eleanor Booth Simmons. The
plete guide for ail .at owners and
lo ere—Informatloi training, feed-
ing, gr ning, shipping and showing,
pell as treating and preventing
Originally $2.50. Now only
98b
83. CITY EDITOR. Stanley Walker.
Headlines mar! Life parades across
the pages of your newspaper. Here is
the intimate Inside stor: ol newspapers
and the men who make them I 'rigin-
ally $3.00. Now «nij hm-.
16. COMPLETE AQUARI1 >l BOOK.
The Breeding and fare of Goldfish
and Tropical Fishes, William T. Innes.
Known "The Fish Bible." 225 Illus-
trations, diagrams and full-color
plates. Originally $4.00. Now only 98c.
;;. cross word puzzles from
"JUDGE." An omnibus containing 3
volumes of the wittiest brain leasers.
Giggles, chuckles, laughs galore ! Orlg-
Inallj $4.60. Now only 98c.
Bl. DECAMERON OK BOCCACCIO.
One hundred famous stories, each
turning on a line point of love. I om-
i.|. te and unexpurgated. Steele Sav-
age Illustrations. Originally $6.00.
Sow only 98c
I3H. UK MAUPASSANT'S COMPLETE
BHORT STORIES. \n In volume!
than 2i»i tales of French love,
hate passion and madness. Over
1,000 pagi originally 12.98. Now
mil) 98c.
12.-.. DEVILS, DRUGS AND DOC-
TORS, Howard w Haggard. The
i d -> in ai ii.!- itoi ol medicine and the
I
in ioi ii ie ' 'I iii.-.Ii. al Dl a. I i • • . With
over 150 drawings and photographs.
Orn-'inall... .: .." Nov. onl) 8Hr.
26. DROLL 8TORIEH OF BALZAC.
The famou tale ol French love and
intrigue, unabridged and unexpur-
gated. i taring new lllut tral ion
Originally $2.98. Now only 98c.
IS. THE DC PON I DYNASTY, John
K. Winkler A llvelj Btorj of th- in-
credlble tribal family far mightier
than the Morgans and Rockefellers.
Originally $8.00. NTow onlj 88c
M. KidCATION OF A PRINCESS.
The i using life of Marie ''.rami
Duchess of Russia. Illustrated. Orig-
inally $3 50, n.,» onlj »8c.
190. ENGLISH AND AMERICAN
POETRY, an antl igy .-.nte.i bj ilari
Van Doren. The greal poem ol the
English language are now gathered In
this fun and .i. iightful collection.
OriKiitaii) 12.60. Row only 98c
M. THK EPIC OF I.MERICA, I
TruMow Adams. The best single vol-
ume on Ana rhan iiist..i> in existence
Truly epic in Its sweep, and unflagging
in Its Interest. Illustrated. Origlnall)
$2.75. Now only Me.
181. FAMOUS MYSTERY AND DE-
TKt TIVE STORIES, J. Walker
McSpadden. Two volumes in one,
crowded with the swift rush of action,
tense surprises, the thrills of the chase.
Originally $2.50. Now only 98c.
184. FAMOUS PSYCHIC AND GHOST
STORIES, edited by J. Walker McSpad-
den. The finest collection of goose-
flesh generators ever gathered in the
covers of a single book. Originally
$2.50. Now only 98c
189. FRANCOIS VILLON. John Er-
sklne. The rollicking, true story ol
history's beloved poet, vagabond, rogue
and lover. Originally $2.50. Now
98c
ISol GENERAL FOODS COOK BOOh.
How to make foods glamorous, yet
save money and trouble. Over 600
recipes and 95 menus, with point- on
buving and planning economic meals
$2.50 value. Only 98c
13*. GOETHE, Emil Ludwig. The
life story of the versatile genius who
was Germany's greatest dramatist,
novelist and critic. Originally $5 00
Sow only 98c
121. THE GREAT MOUTHPIECE.
Gene Fowler. Intense, dramatic, color-
ful—the story of America's mosl
famous criminal lawyer and the court
battles he fought. Originally $3.00.
Now only 98c
82. HAPPINESS IN MARRIAGE,
Margaret Sanger. A frank explana-
tion of the essential facts of sex re-
lationships by the foremost exponent
of birth control. Originally $2.00.
Now only 98c
64. HOUSE OF EXILE, Xora Wain.
The true story of an American girl
who found her romance In a Chinese
home. Illustrated by C. LeRoy Bald-
rldge. Originally $3.00. Now only
98c
10. HOW GOOD A DETECTIVE ARK
YOU! H. R. Ripley, 125 authentic
tales of crime, complete with all clues,
which will add zest to your parties
and sharpen your wits. Originally
$3.00. Now only 98c
199. HOW TO WRITE FOR A LIV-
ING, Trentwell Mason White. The man
whose pupils have earned $250.iiiiii.ihi
shows you how to weave plots and
sell stories. Tested instruction on
radio and screen writing, as well as
I. short story and juvenile. Orig-
inally $2.00. Now only 98c
142. HOVLE! The complete official
rule book for all card and other in-
door games. Revised, autograph edi
linn, originally $2.50. Now onl) 98c
128. JULES VERNE OMNIBUS. The
four best-known novels by the boldest
imaginative writer who ever liv.-.l
Originally $2.50. Now only 98c.
34. THK. LAYMAN'S LEGAL GUIDE,
Francis W. Marshall. Comprehensive,
. uthorll .1 i\ . la w for the man iii the
street. Mow to draw a will, make a
contract, what your rights are, etc.,
etc. Orlglnallj $2.00. (Cow onlj B8c
101. LIFE AND DEATH. Andrea
Majocchl, He rose from public ob-
stetrician In Milan to world famous
surgeon ! Now Italy's "worker of
miracles" t< Us with utter frankness
the thoughts, feelings and prob-
lems of the man who wields the merci-
ful knife. Originally $2.75. Now only
98c
56. LIFE BEGINS AT FORTY, Walter
B. Pitkin. Thousands of exciting, new
possibilities In your life. Stimulating,
practical. Now only 98c
98. LISTEN FOR A LONESOME
I) it I m. i ari Carmer. The author of
"Stars Fell On Alabama" give-; a
glimpse of strange weird people and
places In his native New York State.
Illustrated. Originally $3.00. Now
onlj' 08c.
1L LIVES OF A BENGAL LAM I It.
Major F. Yeates-Brow n. The greal
romai i the i.ngllsh armlet In
exotic India. Originally $2.75. Now
only 98c
IH2. MARKS OK AN EDUCATED
man, a. io. Wlggam, Achieve per-
onal and cultural success with this
fi al practical teacher. Orlglnallv
1.00. Now onlj 88c
108. THE MARRIED WOMAN, Gladys
H '.roves and Dr. Robert A. Ross. A
practical guide to happy marriage. It
bOW > '.II how In a v n Id ,..-.-.11.-.- vvor-
i les '.i marriage, how to mi el its prob-
lems, a n.i imw i., taste II - pie i tires
to the full. Origlnallv $2.60. Nov.
mil} Me.
ITS. MRS. ISTOR'S HORSE, Stanlej
Walker. The hilarious best-seller bj
the mthor ol "I lltj EM Itor " A hi toi j
of Am. i a . ii I. a. I la te .ind mania a a.
I " Iginallj 13.00, Nn» onlj B8c.
J6. I Hi; M.\ r HUNDRED VK IR8.
1
I '. Km a.
•
\Vh ii wonders and
marvels will science produci during
the next 100 yean ' Ht re Is a whollj
l.-lighiful view of things to c
' " iginallj • . 00, Now only 98c
no. KONSENSE 1NTHOLOGY, edited
bj Carolyn (Veils. 82] selections ol
"•"•-'
" ' i • i the pens ..r tht
woi Id's greatest wits and humor! I
originally $2 00. Son only »He.
17.-.. OLD JULES) Man Sandoz, author
of 'Slogum House." The story of a
lull.', earthy, vigorously alive Swiss
ih.i-t.ir who her.inn- a Whraska farm-
er. The Atlantic $:.. Prize Book
Originally $8.00. Now onl] 88
c
S5. I06G AND ALL THAT, Sellars
and Yeatman. History as she Is re-
membered! A gaga, cvuotable. funny
book. Recommended by Alexander
Woolcott to chase your blues away.
Originally $3.00. Now only 98c
126. ONLY YESTERDAY. Frederick
Lewis Allen. Savor your own past
life with this best-seller which tells
the storv of 1919-1930. Illustrated.
Originally $3.00. Now only 98c.
114. OPPENHEIM OMNIBUS. Four
complete novels—"Jennerton & Co.,
"Peter Ruff and the Double Four.
"Michael's Evil Deed" and "Recalled
Bv The Double Four." Originally
IS.00. Now only 98c
188. ORDINARY DIFFICULTIES 01
EVERYDAY PEOPLE, John Rathbone
Oliver. Worried? In doubt and de-
spair? Let a doctor beloved by thou-
sands help bring you peace and con-
tentment with his mellow wisdom.
Originally $3.00. Now only 98c
145, PAINTINGS: An Introduction to
Art. 100 famous paintings reproduced
from the originals in great private and
public collections. With ample texl to
give you a new appreciation of art
and artists. Originally $2.60. Now
iW RATS, LICE AND HISTORY,
Hans Zinsser. The witty Informative,
dramatic story of plagues and typhus.
Orlglnallv $3.00. Nov only 98c.
90. THE RAVEN, Marquis James
The Pulitzer Prize biography of Sam
Houston, founder of Texas and "the
greatest figure ever produced bs an
American frontier." Originally $5.00.
Now only 98c
22. THE ROMANCE OK GREAT
BOOKS AND THEIR AUTHORS.
John T. Wlnterich. Fascinating stories
of the origins of many rare and valu-
able books told by a famous New York
collector. Illustrated. Origlnall} 110
Now only 98c.
57. TOSCANINI, Caul Stefan. The
supreme genius of music Is revealed
in this intimate story of his life. II-
ii-ii i ted with 2i pages of candid
camera action pictures. Originally
$2.25. Now only 98c.
lis. THK TRAGIC ERA. Claude G.
Bowers. A dramatic chronicle of the
reconstruction period following the
American Civil War—a small part of
which was told in Gone With the Wind.
Originally $5.00. Now only »8c.
IH4. 20.000 YEARS IN SING SING,
Warden Lewis E. Lawes. Extraor-
dinary human experiences behind the
bars of America's most famous prison.
originally $3.00. Now only 98c.
B. UP THE YEARS FROM BLOOMS-
BURY", George Arllss. The autobiog-
raphy of one of the greatest actors of
the modern stage and screen. Orig-
inally $4.00. Now only 98c.
95. WHAT LIFE SHOULD MEAN TO
Vol. Alfred Adler. How to under-
stand yourself and how to govern
your own every day life. Originally
$3.00. Now only 98c.
1 . WHY WE BEHAVE LIKE
III MAN BEINGS. George A. Dorsey.
The scientific answers to questions you
ask every day. Originally $3.50. Now
only 9Sc.
M6. BENEATH TROPIC SEAS Wil-
liam Beebe. The secret wonders of
deep sea life as revealed by a famous
scientist and writer. Fascinatingly il-
lustrated. Originally $3.50. Now only
S3b"i WRITE AS I PLEASE, Walter
Durantv. Part history, part journal-
ism, part autobiography, all adventure
—this Is the personal record of a
world-famous foreign correspondent.
Originally $3.00. Now only »L69.
802. STANDARD OPERA AND CON-
CERT GUIDE, Upton and Borowski.
A tremendous value, nearly 1,100 pages
containing the plots and stories of all
the standard operas plus the explana-
tion and meaning of 438 symphonies
b\ 112 composers. Latest revised edl-
ii Originally $6.00. Now only IL.6B.
S85. THE WORLD'S BEST ESSAYS:
From Confucius to Mencken. The es-
sas is literature's most graceful form.
Here are 229 by the master writers of
all time, containing much of the wit
and wisdom of the world. Originally








382. THE MORTAL STORM, by
Phyllis Bottome. Special Limited
Edition of the current best-seller.
Against the violent background ol
Nazi Germany, this story of familj
life under a dictatorship hits you
with tremendous force. It Is i
novel no American can afford to
miss. Originally $2.50. Now mil)
81.28 while the Special Edition
lasts.
884. THE COMPLETE SHORT
STORIES OF SAM. For .i.-i. tabli
wll md Infei I lous gayetj . Sakl
tandi a lone. No modern writer
ha bei n so loved. Christopher
.\i..ii. > says in hi- Introduction
"There Is no greater compllm o
pay the right kind Of Iran. I than
10 hand him Saki, withOUl
ntent." Originally $3.00. While
our slock last.*, only $1.19.
88. SECOND BONK Its OMNIBUS. An
hilarious omnibus collection of mis-
Information, illustrated by Paul Gal-
done. $2.00 value. Only 98c.
16, SKYWARD, Admiral Richard E.
Byrd. His own story of his life ind
thrilling explorations. Originally $3.50.
Now only 98c.
:.s. S. S. VAN DINE'S THK WORLD'SGREAT DETECTIVE STORIES.
Nearly 500 pages edited by the creator
Of I'hih. Vance. Originally $2.50. Now
only ONc.
11. HIE STANDARD OI'K.lt V GUIDE,
G. P. Upton and Felix Borowski Tht
i. La
. musical themes, history and
of ch traders of i -
_
> i of the
world's greal operas. Origlnall) ""
Now onlj 98c.
100. STARS FELL ON ALABAMA,
Carl Carmer. The American Congo!
. 'a ii -a. h things be " Pirates, lo>
e
potions, lynchlngs, conjure women
ii: idi this a ni na I besl teller Illus-
trated. Origlnall (3.O0 Now onlj
08c.
1st). STORY OF MICROBES. Bi >• I




'.' Here's the outll f bat ti rlolog;
in simple, Illustrated form \ fascln-
itlng storv. Origlnall] $2.75 Nov,
• ni \ 88 c.
50. THIRD OMNIBUS OF CRIME.
Dorothj I.. Bayers, Ovei pages of
mystt ry and dett ctlvi select) d
bj one of the ( mosl • rime toi •
writers Original!) $2.60. Now only
68*.
14. II >I III- it link. i;-n. Fowler. The
u I upi ".a Btorj "i BonfllB and
T; ii. n. of I ii n\ i-l I'o.-I I am.- I Wo
of tin most spectaculai in m •
produced bj the Ami i 'It an 1 1 onl ler
Originally $3.00. Now unit its.-.
is:.. TITANS OF LITERATURE, Bur-
ton it., coe. Tin- fascinating story of
the world's literature, Origlnall] (8.75
Now only 98c.
197. T M B S . T H A V K L A N l>
TROUBLE, Lawrence Grlswold. The
zestful account of n modern adventur-
er's 16-year flirtation with death. II-
lustrated Originally $3.00. Now 98c.
876. ARTIC ADVENTURE. Peter
Tr. in-heii. The thrilling story of a
man who exchanged the petty com-
plications of the civilized world for the
glittering silence of the North. Illus-
trated. Originally $3.50. Now only
$1.49.
$38. i CIIIKHINK THK GREAT OF
RUSSIA, Glna Kaus, The life and
scandalous loves of a little German
Princess who became the Empress Of
Russia. Illustrated. Originally $3.50.
Now only $1.40.
::I4. DICTIONARY OF DATES. All
history from 4241 B. C. to the present,
arranged for your convenience and
completely Indexed. An Invaluable
home reference work. Nearlj 900
pages! Originally $5.n0. Now onlj
$1.49.
$81. GOLDEN FLEECE. Bertita
Harding. Behind-the-scenes history
of the fall of the House of Hapsburg.
The tragic, glamorous love story of
Franz Joseph and his Empress Eliza-
beth. Illustrated. Originally $3.50.
Now only $1.19.
330. MODERN ADVERTISING, Ken-
neth M. Goode. A practical manual
for every business and advertising
Tells you how to sell with the
pi Inted word Ni iv revised edition.
Illustrated. Originally Mam. Now
only $1.49.
SSO. I'll VNTOM CROWN, Bertita
Hauling. The fantastli i.ii-v of
.Maximilian and beautiful Carlota and
ol the Ill-starred empire which
Nii'ol i III founded in nineteenth
centun M< idi o [Illustrated. Orig-
inally $3.50. NOW only $1.10.
858. POEMS OF INSPIRATION. Riley,
Tennyson. Longfellow. Mlllay, Kipling
—and over 375 other famous i ts.
Formerly three volumes. Over 800
pages. Origlnall v 1 1 ;,u. s„„ on ij
ls7. \\ II V W vs ii m OLN MUR-
DERED1, Otto Eisenschlml. A famous
• M" it ma overs the diabolic plot be-
hind Lincoln's death In a i k more
exciting than a fptectlv« storv Shows
the whole iTvll War era in n.-u l|Kht.
Illustrated i irl 'Inall : m. n,.w
"iily $1.19.
115. WILDERNESS. Rockwell Kenl
'• " l " itoerlences of of themodem world's gr atesl artist- on .,,,
vl
'
'• and Illustrated with 15
ipeclal drawings, Origlnall} $7.60.N"» onlj 11.40.
:is:t. COLLECTED POEMS OF
ROBERT FROST. A lltcrary
eTent of national importance.
Really slx-rolumes-In-one, here Is
the full richness, mellowness antl
humor of the great American poet
collected for the flrst time In n
benutlfnl gift edition. Originally
$5.00. Now only $1.69.
USD. THE STORV OK ARCHITECT-
URE. Charles Harris Whltaker. Man's
building achievements through the
ages. Sixtv-one beautiful aquatone
illustrations. Originally $3.50. Now-
only $1.00.
312. VINCENT VAN GOGH. Julius
Meler-Graefe. The story of the great
painter whose art has stirred the
world. Seven full-color reproductions
and 01 special offset lithography-





finest, most usable Atlas ever pro-
duced at a popular price. Five-color,
full-page maps, with a three-dimen-
sional effect. Latest statistics, charts,
complete Indt ices. Vou will use It
daily m the home, school and office.
Our price only $1.80.
354. COMPLETE DOG BOOK. An
Official Publication of The American
Kennel Club. The one great authority
on all recognized breeds of dogs, plus
a brand new section on care and
ha lulling by Dr. E. R. Blarney. 105
photographs. Originally $5.00. Now
onlj $1.89.
SIS. PRACTICAL BOOK OF CHINA-
WARE, Eberleln and Romsdell. The
only single volume covering the china-
war.- of all nations. A complete com-
pendium for collectors, with Hall-
marks. Over 200 illustrations, many
in full colors. Originally $10.00. Now
only $1.89.
357. THE SIGNIFICANT MODERNS
\NI> THEIR PICTURES. C. J.
Bulllet. Understand, appreciate, dis-
cuss Intelligentlj Ihe lives and palnt-
Inge ol the "Moderns." 274 reproduc-
tion.-- from famous paintings. 76
biographies. Originally $4.On. Now
onlj >i. vi.
360. GREYHOUNDS OF THE SEA.
The Story of the American Clipper
shin. Carl C. Cutler. A beautiful vol-
ume of those grateful romantic sailing
vessels of yesterday. With dozens of
photographs, ship and sail plans, pen
and ink drawings, ship models and full
color reproductions. Originally $15.00.
Niw only $1.89.
HATHAWAY HOUSE WEL. 1687
103 CENTRAL ST.
Please send me the books whose numbers I have encircled
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An Italian Bookseller's Life
Adventures of a Bookseller by G.
Orioli. Robert M. McBride & Co.,
1938. 329 pages. * $3.50.
That a bookseller may have ad-
ventures as well as literary inter-
ests becomes evident as G. Orioli
records his life as a bookseller in
London and Florence. He has lived
his many varieties of experiences
with the same vigor that is present
in his writing.
From a childhood of excitement
and mischief in Italy, Mr. Orioli
went to London equipped only with
an adeptness as a barber and a
copy of English in Ten Days. As
he attempted to adjust himself to
the English world, he passed
through a succession of jobs, from
being a member of the claque at
the Alhambra, and singing Nea-
politan sings in the streets, to
teaching Italian at the Lyceum
School of languages. After an in-
terlude in Cambridge where he ab-
sorbed English culture while help-
ing in a bookstore, Mr. Orioli and
a friend opened their own book
shops, first in Florence and later
in London.
Mr. Orioli's life is rich with ex-
perience, but in writing of it, he
has not discriminated between
events of significance to the read-
ing public, and events purely of
personal interest. The result is
that the importance of influential
incidents in his life is obscured
by the inclusion of many minor
events. We tire of the innumer-
able drinking parties which are
sensational but have no lasting
value in the book.
In dealing with people, however,
Mr. Orioli has been successful in
both his life and his writings. The
characterization of his friends and
chance acquaintances is the out-
standing feature of the book. Cal-
lers at his bookstore who later be-
came close friends, such as D. H.
Lawrence. Lytton Stratchey, Nor-
man Douglas, and Aldous Huxley,
are analysed and described with
perception and skill. Even com-
panions in a railway compartment,
and the old flowerwomen of Picca-
dilly Circus become distinct per-
sonalities, although their presence
in the book is brief. The reap-
pearance of people and the person-
ality of Mr. Orioli himself give
unity to an account which would





March 2-4: Thanks For Ev-
erything with Adoli'hi- M< n-
Jou. Jack Oakie. Jack Haley,
Aiieen Whulcn, Tnn> Mai tin
Always In Trouble with Jane
Withers.
PAIIAMOUNT AMI FENWAY
—March 2: Tall Spin with
Alice Fa ye. Constance Ben-
n. it, Nancy Kelly ; also Flirt-
ing With Fate with Joe B.
Brown, Leo Carillo, and Bev-
erly Roberta.
COLONIAL— March 2: The
I. ad) Vanishes with Paul Lu-
ll is. Margaret Lockwood,
Dnme May Whitty; also
Dark Itupture, a Dennis-
Roosevelt camera adventure
•I the Belgian Congo: March
3 and 4: Son of Frankenstein
with Basil Rathbone, Boris
Karloff. Bela Lugosi, Lionel
Atwell ; also The limit Man
Notes witli John Barrymore,
Virginia Welld.-r. Peter Hoi-
den,
METROPOLITAN — Mnrch 2:
Stand Un mill Fight with
Wallace Beery and Robert
raj lor . Fast and Loose with
Robert Montgomi rj and Ros-
alin Russell.
KEITH MEMORIAL—March 2:
Von iiin'i Cheat An Ronesl
Man with W. C. Fields, Edgar








Room No. 8 Morton Block
572 Washington Street
(over Seller's)




BURGESS MEREDITH ORSOiN WELLES Miss Abbot's Watercolors
Reporters Attend "Five Kings";
Interview Director Orson Wells
By Helene Kazanjian Five Kings
"The American theatre is di-
rected at the middle-aged public,"
explained Orson Welles in an in-
terview backstage during the pro-
duction of Five Kings Part 1. It
is this attitude which the Mercury
Theatre is attempting to remedy
as it directs all its efforts at the
youth of today. In. this interest
the majority of the members of
the company are young people in
their twenties.
Mr. Welles, who is considerably
thinner in reality than the robust
Falstaff of Henry IV, has a nat-
ural humor which was evident even
after he had talked to a theatre
full of noisily enthusiastic school
children in the afternoon, and giv-
en innumerable autographs. Be-
fore him, although it was five
o'clock, was the prospect of a re-
hearsal before the evening's per-
formance. As he talked, autograph
hunters crowded into the small
dressing room. In one corner
Burgess Meredith was good-natur-
edly penciling his name on the
back of a girl's dress. She ex-
plained she was going dancing
that night, and would he mind?
Mr. Welles, with no little amuse-
ment also complied with her re-
quest.
As for college dramatics, Mr.
Welles advised that college stu-
dents concentrate either on Shakes-
peare or the very new and good
dramatists, but not attempt to do
any of the less significant of the
Broadway plays. The most im-
portant modern dramatist on
Broadway is, in Mr. Welles' opin-
ion, Clifford Odets.
Concerning the openings for
young people in the theatre and
radio, Mr. Welles warned of the
preoariousness of the Entertain-
ment system. He believes in clear-
ly emphasizing the discourage-
ments, a; only the person who can-
not be discouraged will succeed.
The Theatre Guild presents The
Mercury Theatre in Orson Welles'
production of Shakespeare's Chron-
icles this week and next at the
Colonial Theatre. This tremen-
dous undertaking includes the pre-
sentation in one evening of Henry
IV, Parts One and Two, and Hen-
ry V. The play has been con-
densed into a single evening's per-
formance in order to portray con-
secutively the significant events in
the development and reformation
of Prince Hal and to point the
theory of kingship which Shakes-
peare has presented in part in
these plays. A second group of
history plays which will complete
the Five Kings cycle will be given
at a later date.
Within the plays there are no
intermissions. Th|e revolving
stage, which is designed to enable
the characters to pass from one
scene to another before the audi-
ence, is so fascinating a piece of
mechanism that it draws attention
away from the action rather than
helping to preserve the continuity.
On the other hand lights are used
effectively when passage of time
is required, and the chorus, who
reads excerpts from Shakespeare
and Holinshed, bridges the gaps
necessitated by the condensation.
Burgess Meredith portrays the
"unthrifty son" of Henry IV ad-
mirably at times, but his perfor-
mance often lacks conviction. Even
though our knowledge of Shakes-
peare gives us a preconceived idea
of Prince Hal's relationships with
Falstaff and the King, we are not
always convinced by Mr. Mere-
dith's performance of the motives
behind the Prince's actions. There
is no question of indecisive action,
however, where Hal's foil, the im-
petuous Hotspur is concerned. In-
considerate and selfish, the Hot-
spur whom John Emery imper-
sonates is none the less magnetic.
The incon -sequential history in Hen-
STAGE
Susan ("id God with Gertrude Lawrence SHUBERT
Macbeth Federal Theatre production COPLEY
Five Kings with Orson Welles, Burgess Meredith. John Emery.
Theatre Guild play. Through March 11 COLONIAL
Josef Hofmann, Sunday afternoon, March 5.
In prosper!
West of Broadway opening March >>, with Rntli Chatterton.
Through March 18.
Skylark with Gertrude Lawrence, March 13. First performance
anywhere.
The Philadelphia Story with Katherine Hepburn March 13. Final
Theatre Guild play.
Metropolitan Opera, March 16 through 25
Three Cities with Maurice Schwartz and his Yiddish Art Theatre,
March 6, One Week.
WELLESLEY THEATRE TICKET AGENCY
Wellesley Thrift Shop. 34 Church Street, Wellesley
Service agency for all Boston plays and concerts 25c a ticket
Open Daily 9 To 5:30 Telephone Wei.
091*
A water color exhibition includ-
ing both landscape and genre
scenes by Miss Agnes A. Abbot,
with whose work most of us are al-
ready acquainted, has recently
opened at the Grace Home Gal-
leries, where it will remain until
March 11.
Miss Abbot paints in a broad im-
pressionistic manner, achieving
with directness and economy of
method marvelous atmospheric ef-
fects and solidity of form. These
two qualities are well illustrated
in White Head, a composition bril-
liant in color and impressive in its
strength. One feels this same sense
of strength in Water Fall, Grand
Manan and to an even greater de-
gree in Gravel Pit, Winter.
Of especial interest, perhaps, to
the Wellesley student is the paint-
ing entitled Academic Procession,
which Miss Abbot has painted
partly from photographs, partly
from memory. In it the artist has
completely caught the gay spirit
created by the pageantry of the
colored robes, and has enhanced
the spontaneity of the effect by
placing a student photographer at
the side of the road, thus forming
a composition charming in its en-
tirety.
The artist's use of color is ex-
tremely able, revealing a wide
range in value and intensity. Es-
pecially fine are her blues, violet
blues, and whites. Surety of tech-
nique and use of color in effecting
light, air, and form is nowhere
displayed to greater advantage
than in ley Stream, a work in
which the manner of handling per-
fectly expresses the mood of the
subject. S. S. '40
Samuel Green's Exhibit
The Farnsworth Art Museum
will exhibit a collection of prints
and drawings by Samuel M. Green
from February 28 to March 10.
ry IV, Part Two, is ignored in
this production in favor of a com-
plete presentation of the magnifi-
cent Falstaff. His noteworthy ef-
frontery, his genius at lying, his
effected air of injured innocence
are all cleverly revealed in Orson
Welles' interpretation of the great
comic character. More spontaneity
and gusto would make his contrast
with the repetitious old Shallow
even funnier.
The presentation of three his-
tory plays seems to be too much
Shakespeare to digest in one even-
ing. Nevertheless, the experiment
is an interesting one, and Five
Kings, when properly cut and pol-
ished., may prove a thoroughly suc-
cessful venture. M. D. '39.
Flemish Painting at Worcester
The exhibition of Flemish paint-
ings, which will remain at the
Worcester Art Museum until
March 12, is large, instructive, and
of commendable quality through-
out. Covering the entire period
from Jan Van Eyck through Ru-
bens, it includes the work of char-
acteristic minor painters as well
as little-known examples by the
leading artists of the school. Since
it is not primarily an exhibition of
famous pictures, the minor paint-
ers are probably the most fairly
represented. But almost all the
Flemish masters, with the notable
exception of Peter Breughel, are
represented by works which, while
not in themselves renowned, con-
tribute something to our under-
standing of their creators' person-
alities.
The exhibition contains several
genuine masterpieces. Foremost
among these, of course, is Jan Van
Eyck's Stigmatization of St. Fran-
cis. It was Van Eyck who laid the
cornerstone of the Flemish school;
and in the indomitable realism and
miniature perfection of this panel
we see the promise of the future
of Flemish art. The equally small
and almost equally great St. Je-
rome, by Van Eyck and Petrus
Christus, is thought to have had
an important influence on Italian
artists of the Renaissance, notably
Ghirlandaio. Other fifteenth cen-
tury paintings of great merit are
Hans Memling's Martyrdom of St.
Sebastian, Dirk Bouts' Moses and
the Burning Bush, Rogier van der
Weyden's large diptych of the Cru-
cifixion with the Virgin aiui St.
John, and the Portrait of a Donor
with St. John by Hugo van der
Goes. The jewel-window colors of
the period reveal their unique
splendour in the works of minor
painters as well. Unexpectedly,
one of the most gracious and del-
icate paintings of the late fif-
teenth century group is Hierony-
mous Bosch's Garden of Paradise.
The collection of works of the
sixteenth century is not as emi-
nently satisfying as the group of
earlier paintings. Patinir's land-
scapes are perhaps the only truly
outstanding works on exhibition.
Quentin Massys is represented by
a pleasantly characteristic but not
distinguished Flight into Egypt,
which is, however, valuable as an
example of his landscape style.
Bernard van Orley's Madonna and
Child is technically perfect and
pearly in color; Joos Van Cleve's
Portrait of a Young Man and Jan
Gossart's Portrait of an Austrian
Princess are subtle and effective
in both color and design. The Ital-
ianate mannerism which flourished
during the first quarter of the cen-
tury may be studied in several
typical examples. But the sturdy
genius of Peter Breughel the Elder,
who dominated half the century, is
unaccountably ill-represented. Two







cnnounc^s a series of six lessons in
Fox Trot, Modern Woltz, Tango
and Rhumba, starting Friday eve-
ning, March 3rd at 7:30 in the
Mory Hemenwoy Hall gymnasium.
A special introductory
lessons — $6. Single
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A. S. U. Meeting
The American Student Union in-
vites its entire members and all
others interested to a meeting
sponsored by the Peace Commit-
tee at 4:30 p. m. Tuesday after-
noon in Tau Zeta Epsilon. Elinor
Hayes '40, and Clara Cohen '41
will present opposing views on
"Defense and American Foreign
Policy." Discussion from the floor
will follow, and refreshments will
be served after the meeting. Mar-
jorie Rosenberg '41 is Chairman of
the Peace Committee.
Child Guidance
Dr. Augusta F. Bronner, a Di-
rector of the Judge Baker Guid-
ance Center of Boston, will speak
on Child Guidance: its Work avd
Opportunities, Tuesday, March 7,
at 4:40 p. m. in T. Z. E. House.
Tea will be served at 4:15 p. m.
French Department Dinner
M. Andre Morize will be the
guest of honor at a dinner given
by the Department of French for
its majors in the small dining room
of Tower Court, Wednesday eve-
ning, March 8. The dinner, which
will be attended by graduate stu-
dents and the faculty of the de-
partment, will precede the lecture
to be given by M. Morize in
Alumnae Hall at 8 o'clock, on
"Qu'est-ce qu'un Francais?" M.
Morize is a professor at Harvard
University, and is the director of
the Middlebury Summer School.
Tea For Zoology Majors
The Department of Zoology will
honor its Senior majors at a tea,
Tuesday afternoon, March 7. The
tea, which will be held at Horton
House, is given each year by the
majors and faculty of the Zoology
Department, Miss Julia E. Moody
and Miss Marian E. Hubbard, for-
mer Chairman of the Department,
who are now retired, will also be
present.
A. K. X. Program Meeting
Alpha Kappa Chi selected the
cast for its semi-open spring pro-
duction, the Elcctra of Sophocles,
to be given March 24-25, at a pro-
gram meeting Saturday evening,
February 25. Anne Hendricks '40
and Jean Paradis '39 will occupy
the principle roles of Electra and
Orestes, respectively. Others in the
cast include Dorothea Baker '39,
Pylades; Elise Manson '39, Cly-
taemnestra; Janet Matter '39,
Aegisthus; June Mason '40, Paida-
gogos; Betty Hendrickson '40,
Chrysothemis; Jeanne Wysor '39,
Maidservant; Ann Wheeler '40,
Chorus leader; M. Elizabeth Avers
'39, Jane Dawes '39, Ethel Baron
'39, Lynn Manganiello '39, Janet




Professor E. S. Mason of Har-
vard University spoke on "The
Work of the Monopoly Committee"
at a dinner for economics majors
held in the small dining-room of
Tower Court, Wednesday, March
1, at 6:30 p.m. As technical ad-
viser to the Monopoly Committee,
Professor Mason was well-equip-
ped to explain the work of this
group, which studies the trust
problem, as well as conducting
public hearings and research work.
History Dinner
Taking her audience "behind the
scenes" in her research for a new
book, on Charles Sumner, Miss
Laura White revealed many sides
of the prominent Civil War Re-
publican and anti-slavery extrem-
ist when she spoke at a dinner for
majors in History and Political
Science at Tower Court, Tuesday
evening, February 28.
Miss White told the group that
the basic biography of Sumner by
Edward Pierce creates many
wrong, over favorable, impres-
sions. Recalling the violent attack
by Brooks of South Carolina on
Sumner, then Senator of Massa-
chusetts, following Sumner's "crime
against Kansas" speech, Miss
White pointed out "Sumner must
have been moved in his violent
anti-slavery fight by personal
animosity." She believes that
Sumner regretted the brutality
suffered by the Southern states
during the Reconstruction period.
International Relations Club
The International Relations
Club analyzed "Europe After the
Munich Pact" at the second dis-
cussion meeting Wednesday, March
1, in Oakwoods at 4:40 p. m. Con-
clusions were drawn from reading
and reports of members at this
and a previous meeting.
L'Alliance Francaise
Faculty members of the Depart-
ment of French presented Le Bour-
geois Gent ilh online, Moliere's amus-
ing satire, Monday evening, Feb-
ruary 27, at Shakespeare Society
House. The following members of
the department were in the cast:
M. Rene de Messieres, Mile. An-
dree Bruel, Mile. Francoise Ruet,
Miss Edith Melcher, Miss Ruth
Clark, Mile. Lucie LeGarrec, Mile.
Alice Malbot, Mrs. Marjorie Isley,
Mile. Elizabeth Rodrigue, and Miss
Dorothy Dennis. Ada Eynon '39,
and Helen Anderson, Martha
Smith and Eloise Lejeune, grad-
uate students in the Department
of French were also in the produc-
tion which was directed by Mile.
Nicolette Pernot. Priscilla Da-
vis '39 played the violin. The
meeting was open to all members
of the Alliance Francaise.
La Terlulia
The presentation of a one-act
play, La Locandiera, drew mem-
bers of Circolo Italiano to a meet-
ing in Shakespeare Society House,
Wednesday, March 1, at 7:30 p. m.
La Locandiera, written by Goldoni,
an Italian dramatist noted for his
reforms in the theatre, presented
the following teachers and students
of the Italian Department in its
leading roles; Mirandolina. Sip-
norina Gabriella Bosano; II Cav-
aliere, Sienora Pierina Castig-
lione; II Marchese, Miss Catherine
Dwight; II Conte, Bernice Levine
'39; Fabrizio. Miss Lilian H. Lin-
coln; Un Servitore. Miss Marjorie
Wright. Sisrnoiinfi An'/eline La




Value of Secretarial Training
Miss Sarah B. Hackett, Director
of the Ballard School, New York
City, and leader in the field of
personnel work, discussed "Secre-
tarial Training—To What Does It
Lead?" at the Personnel Bureau
lecture and tea held in the T. Z. E.
house, February 27, at 4:15 p.m.
Miss Hackett, formerly a secre-
tary in Miss Ellen Pendleton's of-
fice here at Wellesley, is a firm
believer in secretarial training for
girls. A girl may use secretarial
work as a medium for obtaining a
better job. She can become a sec-
retary in the particular field that
interests her. At the same time
she should keep her eye on the job
ahead. Secretarial training is the
means, not the end itself. It is
not a vocation unless a girl ac-
cepts a job with the idea of being
there all her life.
Miss Hackett believes that, be-
cause of the number of secretarial
positions open to women, there is
an excellent chance to get ahead
in this field. She gave numerous
examples of prominent New York
business women who started as
secretaries. One girl who began
her career as an ordinary secre-
tary, became secretary to the Gov-
ernor-General of Hawaii. Another
girl, starting as a file cJerk, is
now Assistant to the Director of
the National Broadcasting Com-
pany.
When asked whether a liberal
education is necessary for a good
secretarial position, Miss Hackett
pointed out that a college educa-
tion, although not essential, is pre-
ferred. The more promising sec-
retarial jobs are open only to col-
lege graduates. After graduating
from college, a girl should take a
six months' secretarial course and
then look for a job, she will have
prepared herself for one in which
she will not only be more inter-
ested, but more adept.
La Tertulia held a meeting at
7:30 p. m., March 1. The program
dealt with various phases of Span-
ish art. Slides were shown and ex-
plained by the following students:
Helen Sherman '39, Justine Gott-
lieb '39, Dorothy Sebbens '39, Ja-
nice Good '40, Althea Eames '40,
Joan Little '41, Cornelia Bridge
'41. Dorothy Denton '40, Catherine
Corneau '41, Blanche de Puy '42,
and Barbara Bishop '42.
Tower Court Leads
House Basketball
Jane Hathen Helps Oppon-
ents; Hill, Vil. 2nd Teams
Tie For First Place
Jane Hathen '41 deserves the
title of the most impartial basket-
ball player. In the opening mo-
ments of the basketball game be-
tween the first teams of the Tow-
er and the Quadrangle, Jane very
generously tipped a fast ball, for
which she was jumping, right into
the opponents' basket. After this
display of unselfishness, she easily
redeemed herself by playing a bril-
liant game as guard for the Tower
team. Despite these extra two
points, the Quad team was unable
to defeat the fast-playing Tower
team which won 24-19.
In the other game, held Monday
night, February 27, the Hill second
team barely nosed out a fighting
Vil team. The first half found the
Hill players seven points behind,
but the unfailing aim of Margaret
Chittenden '40 won the game.
From all angles and distances she
sank beautiful swishing baskets
which did not even touch the back-
board.
In the games played Wednes-
day night, Februai-y 22, the first
team of Tower defeated the Hill
team 24-19 and the second Vil
team vanquished the Quad team
13-4. The games held next Mon-
day night beginning at 7:30 p. m.
March 6 ought to be the best of
the season as the four first teams
are playing; the Quad vs. Hill and
Tower vs. Vill.
Professor Louis J. Mercier, as-
sociate professor of French and
When You*re "Fi'Hing"
Drti'f in Jor a Snack
THE LOUISE
DOUGHNUT SHOP
We Deliver - Tel. Wei. 04475
Shoe Repairing
Do .'/"" know about "»> .",-/"- in-
Free Cull and Delivery Service?
For Expert Shoe Rebuilding and
Dyeing of Footwear Send
Your Shoes to
Hamlet H. Gollina




Mr. Glyn Morris, Director of
the Pine Mountain Settlement
School in Harlan County, Ken-
tucky, will show moving pictures
of the school and talk about its
work, Sunday, March 5, at 4:30
o'clock at Shakespeare House.
This is direct word, which comes
to Wellesley from an organization
helped by Service Fund. The
meeting will especially attract
those interested in the Southern
Highland region, as a field for
experiments in education and social
work, or in governmental control
like the T. V. A., or as a haunt of
the folklorist and ballad-collector.
Education at Harvard University,
addressed members of the Newman
Club at a supper meeting in Zeta
Alpha, Thursday, February 23.
"Alternatives of Thought" was the
title of Professor Mercier's talk,
in which he showed that freedom
of thought does not exist except
in ignorant minds. Having estab-
lished this fact, he traced the his-
tory of thought and its develop-
ment, as shown in the light of
man's life and ideas. From here
Professor Mercier proceeded to the
perplexing question of whether










Poetry of Louis MacNeice
Miss Elizabeth W. Manwaring
of the Department of English
Composition discussed the poetry
of Louis MacNeice, at a meeting
of the Poetry Society, Friday,
February 24, at 8 p.m.
Mr. MacNeice, son of an Irish
clergyman in Belfast, is a versatile
writer and critic. Interested in
the question of the poet's position
in life, Mr. MacNeice finds the
poet of today far from the classical
position of spokesman for the
community. The twentieth cen-
tury poet is an independent voice.
Today's poets, Mr. MacNeice feels,
though they have a tendency to
adopt "a system of beliefs they
have not yet grown into," are
nevertheless succeeding in con-
necting literature with life. They
recognize the need for concrete
allusions rather than vague the-
ories.




DANCING STARTS 8 P.M.




Add «e For Pojfagc and Handling
,
HOLDS 50 RECORDS
HERE'S "tops" In handy gadgolB lor
phonograph cnthusiaslsl This rocord
rack is small onough lo ill into a
bookcase or into any small nook. It
holds 50 records and koeps them
separatad so they won't rub together
or scratch. An indox card and stickers
provide a simple moans ol solocling
the record you want — in a iilly-
Holds 10" and 12" records—popular
or symphonic.
C. G. Comment
Now that elections are again
assuming importance, many stu-
dents doubtless are wondering
who runs the elections, counts the
votes, and announces the results.
If so, they may be interested to
know that there is an Elections
Committee, a sub-committee of
the College Government Senate.
The Chairman is usually a Senior
and there are about five members
of the committee. The committee
functions mainly in the early
spring but it Is no less important
because its work does extend
throughout the academic year.
The Elections Committee must be
one of the most efficient and trust-
ed groups in College Government.
Another committee whose work
becomes again important at this
time is the Grounds Committee.
This is a very much larger group,
enlisting the aid of many Fresh-
men and Sophomores as well as
Juniors and Seniors in helping to
keep our campus as attractive as
it can be. Other C. G. committees
are the Poster Committee, which
makes and displays the posters op-
posite the Index Board, and which
will make posters for any organ-
ization upon request; the Dance
Committee, which runs the all-
college dances in Alumnae Hall;
the Student Curriculum Commit-
tee, whose questionnaire this year
will serve in making a report to
the faculty Curriculum Committee,
and the Social Schedule Commit-
tee, which plans the all-important
social schedule and supervises
many of the extra-curricular func-
tions of college life. Each one of
these groups fulfills a definite and
important function, and deserves a
wider recognition from the college
as a whole.
Mr. Michaelides Talks On
Culture and Christianity
Professor George Michaelides,
spoke on "Our Present Cul-
ture and Christianity" in the
Great Hall of Tower Court, Mon-
day evening, February 27.
Professor Michaelides claimed
that force, an element from primi-
tive man, dominates the world of
todav and that it has received
considerable impetus, during the
last half or three-quarters of a
century, from the scientific discov-
ery of Darwinism.
DR. PAUL E. EVERETT
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Wabon Block Wellesley Square
Tel. Wellesley 0300-W
Soloct your lavorito popular or class-
ical recordings lrom our coraplolo
stock ol all makos. Wo ship rocords
solely anywhoro. For newest re-
loasos ask lor our monthly bulletins.
WRITE TO DEPT. W
RABSONS MUSIC SHOP
100 West 56th St. • New York City
Mall or Phono Orders Filled Circle 7-0070
UNTIL MARCH 15th ONLY I
Complete with a 3-lnillal mono-
gram on the cuff—our smorlly
tailored slip-on glo.e of wash-
able, imported Fleslafabrlc. In
white only, with navy, brown,
or block monogram. $1.65.
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THE PEREGRINATING PRESS
^J^ ERRY blushes for a friend
^fr of his, who, wedged with nine
other victims into a five-passenger
car, unknowingly held the hand
of somebody else's date the whole
of a ten-mile ride.
* * *
Perry inquired of a friend of
his, who looked as though she
might be musically inclined, just
what a fugue was. Answered the
friend, with a knowing look, "Oh,
that's one of those things in Nor-
way."
€VIDENTLY the Freshman
class has a rare understand-
ing of Astronomy, at least so Perry
gathered from the comments he
heard one member of the class
making on a recent starry night.
"Oh, look at all the stars," she
cried, "wouldn't it be awful if a
metaphor fell down on us?"
* * *
"Heavens," gasped Perry after
his first Geography class, "I don't
even know the names of the forty-
eight states, do you?" "Well,"
explained his friend, with no con-
descension, "1 don't need to bother
to learn them. You see, 1 live
in Massachusetts."
* * *
3f> ECENTLY Perry found cause
J£V to wonder why English Lit
teachers bother. He heard a girl
exclaim, "A Mark Twain lecture?
Why, is he really speaking here?"
* * *
Perry is sure of two things, that
the atmosphere of the "libe" is
contagious and that Wellesley is
exceedingly economical. It seems
that other species than homo
sapiens have been devouring
knowledge in the Wellesley library.
A colony of termites, once at home
in the pages of an old volume,
are now being exhibited in the Zoo-
logy laboratory!
* * *
3£ ARELY a week passes in the
A-V life of Perry that a certain
professor of his does not come
forth with a reporter's plum. This
past week, Perry found the pro-
fessor expounding to the class one
morning on the Beatitudes. Not
content with the dictates of the
original eight, the professor saw
fit to add a ninth, which reads,
colloquially, "Blessed are those
who possess a bad memory, for
they shall deliver the real goods."
* * *
Having previously warned her
that Jack was a "nifty egg" but
had large elephant ears, Perry led
his friend downstairs to meet the
da<e he'd got for her. Numb si-
lence pervaded the room when
Perry's friend rushed up and
greeted her date with a "Hello
Flap—" which hung in midair un-
til she finally managed to add,
"
—Jack!" Her date said he be-
lieved her when she explained that
she had just been eating quanti-
ties of them and must have them
on the brain.
* * *
j3& wonders of modern science!
(^; Perry just heard a rumor
about a notice posted in the Zoo-
logy building. It reads: "Please
sign when you take your bones."
* * *
Perry's Music 101 instructor,
discussing the characteristics of
Brahms, startled the class with the
following statement: "You'll be
going along very nicely, with
things that divide up into two




At Gay '41 Tea Dance
By A ii ne Black mar
Mr. Magomi Advocates
Sound Marriage Basis
Girls paying bills, men on bikes,
dinner parties, hay rides, Hofbran
House, flat tires, girls paying more
bills—that's what the Sophomore
Tea Dance week-end boiled down
to. However no matter what else
happened, the dance itself was the
center of the occasion. As early
as 3:30 Saturday afternoon over
200 dancing couples filled the ball-
room of a ritzy southern hotel,
commonly known as Alumnae Hall.
Guests, upon entering, registered
in the hotel book. Later investi-
gation reveals that among those
present were Mr. and Mrs. John
Smith of Princeton, Joe Bloke from
Hiram, and Suzy Glutz of Brad-
ford Junior College — uninvited
guests, apparently. Harvard and
M.I. T. men were most numerous,
though a number of other eastern
colleges were represented and
there was one man from the Uni-
versity of Washington.
The theme of the southern hotel
was further developed by the pres-
ence of two grass green iron ta-
bles and by red and white carna-
tions with an awning to match
over the "coke" bar. The extreme
thirst of the guests was evident,
for waitresses—who were Sopho-
mores dressed in pastel skirts and
sweaters, complained that in the
first half hour the girls and their
dates had consumed 600 cokes.
Hats were noticeably lacking;
there was one pair of wooden
shoes. As for masculine apparel,
the girl in charge of the registra-
tion book insists that three daring
males wore nail polish of a light
pink.
Warning against the common
error of regarding marriage as an
end in itself proved to be one of
the main points of Mr. F. A.
Magoun's lecture, February 28, on
"Problems of Selection," the hist
of the series of four marriage
lectures for seniors, which are tak-
ing the form of a curriculum ex-
periment.
The most adequate preparation
for marriage, in Mr. Magoun's
opinion, consists in correct indi-
vidual adjustment to life. Similar
intellectual qualifications, dispas-
sionate recognition of common in-
terests of a lasting nature must,
he believes, be at the basis of a
successful marriage.
Mr. Magoun, professor of Hu-
manics at Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, will give the sec-
one of the four lectures, Friday,
March 10, at 4:40 p.m. in the Mun-
ger living room. His subject will
be "Problems of Adjustment."
MISS McAFEE LEAVES
THIS WEEK FOR WEST
President Mildred Helen Mc-
Afee will soon embark on her first
western trip as President of Wel-
lesley College. She will stop at
eleven important cities, speak at
numerous schools throughout the
country, and meet a great many
Wellesley alumnae.
Miss McAfee will make her first
stop in Montreal on March 22.
Other cities which are anticipating
her visit are Kansas City, Denver,
Los Angeles, San Francisco, Port-
land, Seattle, Minneapolis, St. Paul,
an, I finally, Cleveland, which Miss
McAfee will reach on April 20.
"Wellcslcy's Oldest
Insurance Agency"








Central Street Opp. Fraser's
DR. RUCKMICK SHOWS
"LIE DETECTOR" USES
"We cannot as yet bring the lie
detector into court as evidence,
but we are making history with
it," explained Dr. Christian Ruck-
mick in his lecture, "The Truth
About the Lie Detector," given in
Pendleton Hall, Friday, February
24.
Dr. Ruckmick, who was for-
merly a Wellesley professor, is
interested in Applied Psychology,
its use in crime and lie detection,
and in reactions to advertising and
nerve steadiness. The lie detector
is so called because it detects all
reactions which, because of their
emotional significance, cause
chemical and electrical changes in
the body.
After explaining the way in
which the detector works, Dr.
Ruckmick performed two experi-
ments to prove its ability. Two
volunteers drew printed cards from
a pack, and when confronted by
these cards in identical packs re-
plied, "No" to the question "Is this
the card?" Dr. Ruckmick was
able, however, to determine which
of the series was the card con-
cerning which the subject told the
lie.
More of the Humanities
(Continued from Page 2, Col. j ;
work with the possibility of re-
ceiving no degree, supposing she
may be forced for personal or
financial resons to abandon her
career, and the legislation does
not indicate that the college will
give a degree in such a case. It is
significant that none of those ap-
proved have gone on with their
plans because it seemed too great
a risk, although they would have
been able to cut down expenses
and start their useful professional
life earlier.
That "a year in medical school
is not equivalent to one at Wel-
lesley" might at first cause amuse-
ment, but the examination of the
average pre-medical student's Sen-
ior schedule will reveal a load of
sciences practically equal to a med-
ical school schedule. Why not al-
low a substitution in such a case?
It does seem that in view of the
length and expense of a doctor's
training, the liberal arts colleges
might be liberal enough to make
thines slightly easier for them.
Could not Wellesley abandon her
conservative position by allowing
some of her serious-minded daugh-
ters, as many other institutions of
learning have done, either by al-
lowing a combined major of the
minimum premedical sciences, so
that she may know about as many
other things as possible, or allow-
ing substitution of the first year of
medical school for the Senior year
at Wellesley. granting the degree
of the successful completion of the
first year?




574 Washington St. Wei. 2184
DR. STANLEY E. HALL
DENTIST
Woban Blk. Wellesley Square
Tel. Wei. 0566-W
STUDENTS TO DISCUSS
FUTURE USES FOR GYM
"You, Your Date, and 'Gym'
"
will be the title of the Student
Panel Discussion held in the Great
Hall, Tower Court at 4:30 p. m.,
Friday, March 17. Margaret Del-
ahanty will lead as Chairman, with
the following students discussing:
Margaret Anderson '39, Beth Bry-
son '40, Ruth Coleman '39, Mary
Elizabeth Glines '39, Christine
Hunter '39, Marjorie Jones '40,
Helen Park '39, Martha Parkhurst
'39, Marva Peterson '40, Mary
Louise Stafford '42, and Elizabeth
Wunderle '39.
FLEMISH PAINTING
(Continued from Page 5, Col. 5)
of the master's paintings are
shown, but the Parable of the Sow-
er is a very early work remarkable
only for the landscape, and the late
Unfaithful She]>hcrd suffers unat-
tractively from retouching by an-
other artist. Numerous paintings
by the younger Peter Breughel and
by other members of the school
display in coarse imitation the
best-known elements of the mas-
ter's work.
In the collection of seventeenth-
century works Rubens and Van
Dyck are creditably represented,
Rubens by three fine and vigorous
oil sketches and two unusual land-
scapes. His landscapes are as full
of energy as his figures, and are
handled with powerful and roman-
tic impressionism. By way of con-
trast, the dry and fruitless forma-
lism which lasted through the fii'st
quarter of the century may be seen
in the portraits of Franz Pourbus
and his contemporaries.
Once upon a time Michelangelo
scornfully acknowledged the tre-
mendous popular appeal of Flem-
ish art. Even today we often neg-
lect the humbler beauty of the
Northern art for the greater glor-
ies of the Italian schools. The
Worcester exhibition provides us
with a rare and precious opportun-
ity to study the Flemish masters.
E. K. '39.
The selection to be played
at the Music service in the
C. A. Lounge, Sunday. Ms rch
5. is the Symphony in D
M nor by Cesar Franck.
VIL FRESHMAN





Mr. Stanley Williams Reveals
Many Sided Personality,
Conflicts in Author
"We begin Mark Twain in laugh-
ter and end him in tears," asserted
Mr. Stanley Williams, professor of
Literature at Yale University, in
his lecture on "Mark Twain and
the Intellectual Life" at 4:40 p. m.,
February 24, at Pendelton Hall.
His story was not unlike Dona-
tello's, that of a great man who
had imposed upon him the weight
of intelligence. He emerges as one
of the two great American writers
of the second half of the nineteenth
century. He was somewhat Van
Wyck Brook's Mark Twain, a poe-
tic spirit repressed by his environ-
ment, who used his laughter as an
escape, and somewhat Bernard de
Voto's buckram hero, whose intelli-
gence was shaped by the frontier;
and yet he was neither of these
completely. He had serious things
to say, and there was conflict in
him.
Humor and Criticism
Mr. Williams considered him an
enduring humorist, a critic of so-
ciety, a pessimist, and an intellec-
tual being. His humor was essen-
tially that of the frontiersman, in
that it was told quietly without a
movement of the face or hands.
There was no guffaw, no chuckle,
no arm-waving. But an act of
laughter is an act of criticism,
and next to the humorous Twain
of Huckleberry Finn, we have
Mark Twain the fearless and hon-
est critic of society, in Innocents
Abroad. His anger is as savage
as that of Isaiah. It is dispi'opor-
tionate to the objects, and it
springs from Twain's own limited
culture, but we cannot fail to take
stock of it. The pessimism that
crops out in passages from Joan of
An is a further illustration of the
conflicting strains in Mark Twain.
Intellectual Life
His intellectual life Mr. Wil-
liams defined in five ways: his di-
rect and powerful thought, his cul-
tural life apart from his literature,
his cultural life in literature as
shown by his appreciation of
Shakespeare and Kipling, the
known elements in his craft as a
writer, and the unknown elements
including that mysterious trans-






95 Central St Wellesley 0303
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Here!
March 2nd £r 3rd . . .
An exhibit of Best's Easter fashions, includ-
ing smart coats in a new soft silhouette, our
famous tweeds to wear now under your coat
and all through spring. The latest fashions





Beacon ond Washington Sts.
Brookline, Mass.
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Calendar
Assemblj R n, I [reen Hall. Aca-
demic Cou 1:00 P.M.—PHI big-
lim Hons. Amherat debating team
vs Wellesley on the subject of civil
.. ,],„,„„). '8:80 PM.-Alum-
nae Hall. Mile. Nadla Boujanger con-
ducting i2 members of the Boston
Symphony Orchestra. The fifth and
concert In the Wellesley Concert
Fund Series. Single tickets at $2.00
are available at the Concert Fund
Office. Billing Hall.
Friday, Mar. :t* »8:15 A.M.—Morn-
ing Chapel. Leader. Rev Philemon
F St.irpes, Jr.. St. Andrews Church,
Wellesley. *4:40 P.M. — Room 334,




, U n„ei. 7:30-9:30 P.M.-
Fendleton Hall East PhyBlca Dept.











r&d° SfcJSSgST»Slf Director Pine igw.UA








tlan Association.) AM —
Reading in Spanish and translation,
bv Profewor Pedro Salinas of
the




dinner discussion. Subject, What
Shall We Do With Our Railroads?
7 00-7:30 P^M—Munger Hall. French
snnes (L'Alle Frnncnlse.)
Dr Augusta Bronner. Director
Judge
Baker Guidance Center, Boston, willg£k on "Child Guidance." Tea at
t-16 (Personnel Bureau and Depart-
ment of Psychology.) AM—Wednesday, Mar. 8: «8 .15 .M.—
Morning Chapel. Miss Dorothy Hey-
worth will lead. -8:00 P;M.-Alumnae
Hall. Lecture by Professor Andre
Morlzo of Harvard University on.
"Qu'est-ce qu"un Francals?" (Depart-
ment of French.)







Morning Chapel. Uura Oolding 49
will lead '4:00 P.M.—C. A. Lounge.
Tea at 41:00 P.M. «8 :00 P.M.-Horton
House Club (Miss Lane).
Notes: 'Wellesley College Library.
South Hall through March 29, a
chronological record of the develop-
ment of the printed book as illus-
trated by Ifith century books owned
bv Wellesley College. North Hau.
through May 11. exhibition of exam-
ples from the Plimpton Collection of
the Sacrn Happresentazlone and the
Italian Drama of the Renaissance.
•Welleslev College Art Museum.
Throueh March 10. exhibition of prints
and drawings by Samuel M. Green.
•Billings Hall Library. through
March IS. exhibition of facsimiles
from manuscripts from the ninth cen-
turv through the sixteenth centuries,




(Continued from Page 1, Col. 5)
used textbook department to Wel-
lesley students.
Hathaway is a consumer's co-
operative in every sense, except
for the fact that its trustees are
appointed rather than voted upon
by its members. A student mem-
ber, appointed by the President of
the Senior Class and the Head of
the College Government represents
the Wellesley College students on
the Board of Trustees. Christine
Hunter '39 is this year's student
representative.
Service, Not Profit
In its desire to serve its mem-
bers rather than to make personal
profits for a few people, Hathaway
House typifies the very essence of
the cooperative movement. Like
other cooperatives it sells its goods
at market prices, and squeezes
its rebates from the profits.
MTss Gordon emphasized how
difficult it is for Hathaway to
maintain its high standard of a
ten percent rebate, since the gain
received on an individual book is
so small that a large volume of
sales must be realized.
In actual physical size, Hatha-
way has changed very little, add-
nig only an "el" in the back to
accommodate the textbook depart-
ment But as a cultural center,
Hathaway has exercised an in-
creasingly large influence over
both the College and neighboring
communities. Faculty, students,
and matrons on a shopping tour
linger in the rooms to look
through the new edition of a fav-
orite poet's works, gaze at the
fine collection of prints, wan 'er
reminiscentlv through the chil-
dren's room, carefully select an
extra-special birthday card, or
chuckle at the amusing driftwood
atuettes.
cAMPUSRIER
LOST—One wine calf pocketbook, hid-
den behind bench In Alumnae Hall
during Sophomore Tea Dance.
Finder please notify Eleanor Os-
good, Beebe.
r.oST—A black, red, and white plaid
Jacket in Alumnae Hall during
Kuth Diaper's performance. I
need it for very special reasons,
so please return it to Virginia
Horn, Beebe.
KOli SALE—One fine skunk skin, me-
dium size, excellent quality, from
r reliable source. Apply to B.
Newman Ml.WWTED—SPRING. Class of M2.
j.OST — One pair of llght-rlmmed
Case marked Austin,
Texas. Not seen since midyears.
Please return ! J. Gracy, Shafer.
WILL THE STUDENT
WHO WROTE OUT HER
OWN ORDER FOR TWO
TICKETS TO DIE WALK-
UERE, PAID $5.50, AND
FORGOT TO ADD HER
NAME, PLEASE CALL AT
THE WELLESLEY THRIFT
SHOP FOR HER TICKETS
MLLE. BOULANGER TO
CONDUCT ORCHESTRA
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 5)
an aria, Scligster Erquickungs
Tag; a recitative, Die Furcht:
Der Tod Bleibt Dock ; Erne Stimmc
von Him mil: Selig sind die Tod-
tcn; and a choral, Es ist Genug.
Hughes Cuenod and Doda Conrad
again take the solos. The final
number of the program is a Con-
certo by Jean Francaix, with the
parts Allegro, Andante, Scherzo,
and Finale. This is a light, simple
piece which is said to have Mo-
zartian quality. Its chief modern
characteristic is its striking
rhythm.
Mile. Boulanger was the first
woman to conduct the London
Philharmonic Orchestra, the Bos-
ton Symphony Orchestra, and the
New York Philharmonic. She has
taught at Fontainbleau Summer
School and the Ecole Normale in
Paris, having many distinguished
American musicians as her pupils.
ALUMNAE NOTES
Engaged
Louise Matthews '38 to Lieuten-




Margaret Keith '41 to Arnold
Williams, Harvard '39.
G 1 RLS
Has your mnn got that stubble?
Senil him to
Barber Shop







We have the correct bath-
ing accessories for the new
swimming pool
—
>. + . + .*.-»
Bathing Caps - Bathing
Shoes - Chenille Capes -
Terry Robes
And you will enjoy a visit to our
shop specializing in Hosiery -
Gloves - Underwear - Corsets
Dresses - Sportswear
60 Central St.
Boston - Brookline - Cambridge
JOHN ROBERT POWERS, the head of the world's
best known model agency, when booking his
famous models for fashions, advertisers and
artists, says "The call is for beauty, poise, per-
'




Chesterfields get the call from more and more
smokers every day because of their refresh-
ing mildness, better taste and pleasing aroma.
Ihe perfect combination of Chesterfield's
mild ripe American and aromatic Turk-
ish tobaccos
.
. .the cant-he-copied blend
. .
.
makes Chesterfield the cigarette that
gives millions of men and women more
smoking pleasure.
When you try them you will
know why Chesterfields give more
smoking pleasure, why they satisfy
(chesterfield
...the blend that can't be copied
. .
.
a HAPPY COMBINATION of the
world's best cigarette tobaccos
Copyright 1939, Liggktt & Myem Tobacco Co.
